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CHAIRS MESSAGE 

Welcome to the annual report and where did that 
year go? Like many of you I am sure the time has 
slipped by so quickly, at least we are getting closer 
to getting our lives back and I know some of you are 
back playing, which is excellent news. 

 

COVID is still with us and continues to cause 
disruption and disappointment, so like every year I 
would like to offer a heart-felt thank you to the 
Board, the staff, our members, and volunteers for all 
their hard work through another challenging year. 

 
Everyone loves playing table tennis! When played for pleasure, it’s a game for all ages. It 
requires no explanation, limited training, and no expensive specialist equipment, but I don’t 
need to tell you that. Here though lies the vision, to grow the latent demand that resides in 
Wales, for all ages and all backgrounds. It supports our well-being, our health and fitness 
and most of all it brings joy and smiles to those that play. 

 
We need to spread that enjoyment and encourage the next generation. Table Tennis Wales 
is guardians for the sport, ensuring the safeguarding of participants and protecting the 
integrity of the game, set up in 1921. 

 

And from these firm foundations, Table Tennis Wales dedicates itself to the development of 
the game – with community-based projects inspiring new players and ensuring that the next 
generation of medal-winning hopefuls are provided with the very best opportunities to 
achieve their potential. 

 
Things are changing, we need to compete with other sports, on-line games, and social 
media. We need to adapt to appeal to a new generation who can continue with the legacy 
of a sport that has origins in our history, invented by us, but played the world over. 

 

Within the participation pillar of our strategy one of our aims is to grow engagement in a 
safe and inclusive game so many people can have access to the sport, so our key focus next 
year now that we are back, is to continue to support Covid 19 return to play, strengthen and 
develop our clubs and leagues, provide demonstrable increase in participation, develop the 
Game Advisory Panel (GAP) to provide a voice for the game, provide a robust calendar of 
events and ensure this is visible to all and to develop and deliver innovative programmes to 
increase diversity. 

 
My personal goals this year has as always to support the Table Tennis team, ensure we work 
to the governance framework, ensure that we manage risk, whilst promoting and enabling 
safeguarding and anti-doping. 



As you will know a large amount of our focus has been taken with the re-writing of the 
articles that have been put on hold for the time being, so we have not achieved as much as 
we would have ideally liked this year. 

 

This year has also seen the start of a sports ‘Chair’ forum, which has only just begun. But it’s 
aim is to share best practice and support all sports within Wales. 

 
We have continued to support our members through online training and seminars and 
bringing in the TT leagues software to streamline competition management. 

 
We have seen some incredible successes this year from our talented players at the Tokyo 
Paralympics including Tom Matthews, Paul Karabardak and Josh Stacey. 

 
Our professional players such as Charlotte Carey, Anna Hursey and Chloe Thomas have 
achieved contracts with new Clubs. 

 

The next season is going to be critical to getting our elite players in the right shape and 
ranking position to challenge for places at the 2022 Birmingham Commonwealth Games. 

 

And finally, we were bitterly disappointed, when were unable to host the European 
Veterans Championship next year in Cardiff. Our role is to ensure that we manage safety 
and the welfare of everyone involved in the event and the risks were too immense. While I 
understand the hard work and dedication it took to win the bid, circumstances beyond our 
control made it impossible to risk the lives of competitors, staff, friends, and volunteers. 

We will of course be championing future opportunities going forward. 

Best wishes 

Nicki Arthur 
Chair, Table Tennis Wales 



CEO REPORT 

The last 12 months has seen the Covid-19 pandemic 
continue to impact on our lives and wider society. It has 
been an extraordinary time and it is fitting to use this 
opportunity to acknowledge how thankful we are for the 
hard work and perseverance of the key workers who 
have kept us safe and essential services operating during 
these difficult times. 

 
The pandemic has presented many challenges to indoor 
sports such as table tennis and we have spent the last 
year learning and adapting in this ever-changing 
environment. Whilst delivery on our operational plans 
has been affected by the range of Welsh Government 
lockdowns/ restrictions, we have been committed to our vision to inspire Wales to enjoy 
table tennis and prioritised bringing our sport back to the table safely and sustainably. 

 

I am extremely grateful to our members and the table tennis family, who have been 
determined to ensure a safe return for all and we would like to thank the clubs and leagues 
for their continued support, especially the Covid-19 Officers for their resilience and 
commitment. 

 
This has without a doubt been a difficult season for the organisation with managing people’s 
frustrations related to returning to playing and competitions safely. The team has also been 
impacted through the action that has been taken by some which would negatively affect our 
Sport Wales funding and the future of their roles. Throughout this time, I have been very 
appreciative of the professionalism and tenacity of the Table Tennis Wales staff team who 
have worked tirelessly in these challenging circumstances. As you read though this report, 
you will see that the Board and staff team have delivered some key achievements despite a 
range of external factors hindering our progress. 

 
Modernising the sport using technology has been a significant positive to come out of the 
pandemic. This has included supporting our members through online webinars and training, 
widening the uses of our membership portal and bringing in the TT leagues software to 
streamline competition management. This work will continue and grow and we will scope 
how technology can help us to engage with those across Wales who want to participate in 
our great sport. 

 

I was saddened when it became evident that we couldn’t continue to safely host the  2022 
European Veterans Championships in Cardiff. Table Tennis Wales placed as the highest of 
its priorities the ability to safely manage the welfare of everyone that would be involved 
with the event - competitors, officials, volunteers and supporters. An extensive risk register 
was introduced which covered all aspects of the event and the ETTU recognised the process 
that Table Tennis Wales had gone through to assess the viability of successfully delivering 
the event. Post pandemic, we will look for future opportunities to bring major 



table tennis events to Wales and solidify the excellent commercial and stakeholder 
partnerships that we developed. 

 
Throughout the upheaval of the past year, I’m pleased to say that our relationships with 
some of our key partners have gone from strength to strength. We continued to work 
closely with our colleagues from the Home Nation associations on key initiatives and the 
formation of both the Great Britain Table Tennis Committee and Performance Group have 
presented us with an excellent opportunity to develop and fortify an effective GB player 
pathway for our talented players. 

 
Talking about our talented players, we have seen incredible success at the Tokyo 
Paralympics from our home-grown players including Tom Matthews, Paul Karabardak and 
Josh Stacey- we couldn’t be more proud. Our professional players such as Charlotte Carey, 
Anna Hursey and Chloe Thomas achieved contracts with new clubs and  navigated the 
difficulties of International competition in a pandemic, albeit a restricted competition 
calendar. The next season is going to be critical to getting our elite players in the right 
shape and ranking position to challenge for places at the 2022 Birmingham Commonwealth 
Games. 

 

As an organisation, we are extremely grateful to Sport Wales for their continued support 
and understanding during this time as they witnessed the complexities of returning indoor 
sport safely. The Welsh Sports Association have also proved to be a lifeline for many sports 
with their enduring and timely advice and guidance to help us navigate these tricky times 
together. 

 

Going forward, I am excited to build on our successes and continue to inspire people to be 
part of our sport, whether as a player or volunteer. I hope that you enjoy this report and 
that you will join us on the next stage of our journey. 

 

Best wishes 

Rhian Pearce 
CEO, Table Tennis Wales 



IN MEMORY 

This space is dedicated to those who have passed away during the 
pandemic. Our thoughts are with the friends and family of those 
who have lost a loved one over  these difficult past 12 months. 

Commemoration: 
 
 
Andrew Jones, aged 59, Swansea League 
Mumbles Postie Andrew, passed away peacefully at home on Monday 18th 
October 2021. Andrew was the beloved son of Margaret, cherished partner of 
Cathy, much loved brother of Cath and a loved step-brother and brother-in-law. 
He will be greatly missed by all who knew and loved him



GOVERNANCE 
 
 

OUR PURPOSE >> OUR VISION >> OUR STRATEGY >> GUIDING PRINCIPLES >> 

Lead the growth 
and success of 
Table Tennis in 
Wales 

Inspire Wales to enjoy 
Table Tennis – a sport 
for everyone 

These strategic pillars 
strengthen our 
purpose: 
- Participation 
- People 
- Performance 
- Partnerships 

- Diversity 
- Innovation 
- Excellence 
- Safeguarding 

We continue to make positive changes to our governance structure through our Board and 
working groups composition and our development work against our governance priorities. 

 

We would like to pass on our thanks to Catherine Jones and Karlijn Asveld who both retired 
from their positions as Southwest Regional Director and Finance Director respectively to 
focus on their busy day jobs. We are extremely grateful for their time and commitment in 
their roles and for their contribution. Following a recruitment campaign, we were delighted 
that Richard Thom (Hawarden Club) joined our Governance Working Group and Andrew 
Thomas joined our Board as an independent Finance Director. Both individuals bring strong 
corporate governance backgrounds and will be an asset to supporting our strategic 
ambitions ahead. 

 

Throughout the year Table Tennis Wales has been bringing the organisation into line with 
the Governance and Leadership Framework for Wales (GLFW), which is a document that 
outlines best practice for National Governing Bodies for Sport (NGBs) and is endorsed by the 
sector and Sport Wales. Following an independent review of our governance in 2020, we 
have worked the report recommendations into an action plan and the Governance Working 
Group has been monitoring and assessing our progress against all 7 of the principles in the 
GLFW. 

 

INCLUSION 
We are delighted that our equality and diversity work has progressed through working 
towards and achieving the Disability Sport Wales insport Bronze award. This insport award 
was important to us as it shows that we are developing inclusive thinking, planning, 
development and delivery by everyone within the NGB. As an inclusive sport, we want 
delivery of table tennis across the spectrum of disabled and non-disabled people, at 
whatever level they wish to participate or compete. The achievement of this award shows 
our commitment to ensure that table tennis is for everyone. 

 

ANTI-DOPING 
At the start of 2021, Table Tennis Wales adopted the revised UK Anti-Doping (UKAD) rules 
and development work has taken place so that we demonstrate we meet the relevant 
standards on the UKAD assurance framework. This is a large piece of work and ranges from 



developing our policy, codes of conduct, training, and education plan to communications of 
the rule changes and demonstrating Board discussion and decision making. 

 

COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING 
Communications was a key area of work over the past 12 months as we aimed to promote 
our work and raise the profile of the sport. Our communications partner, Lloyd Bell 
Production have produced an overarching strategy and numerous campaigns to engage 
different audiences and keep people informed of the latest developments. This support has 
been invaluable, and we are grateful to Sport Wales for providing additional resources for 
these services. 

 
 
 
 
 

ARTICLES 
Undoubtedly, a large area of focus this year has been on our Articles of Association. These 
are an important document which define the purpose of a company, the rules and 
regulations or bye-laws, the rights of the members and the process for appointing/electing 
Directors. Table Tennis Wales reviewed the articles in 2019 and these changes were voted 
in by Voting Members at the 2019 AGM. Voting Members are clubs or leagues who have 
over 15 adult paying members (1 vote) or if they have 75 and over then they receive 2 
votes. 

 
Since last year’s AGM, some Voting Members have expressed dissatisfaction with the 
current articles and called for an Extraordinary General Meeting in February 2021 to vote on 
a resolution which outlined the changes they would like to see. Based on the advice 
received from Sport Wales and our legal team, we informed the Voting Members that if 
these amended articles were voted through then our Sport Wales funding would be 
affected as the proposed changes weren’t in line with our governance progression against 
the GLFW. This is a huge threat to the sport as we are heavily funded by Sport Wales. On 
this occasion the Voting Members withdrew this resolution and agreed that representatives 
would join a working group with Table Tennis Wales to establish a mutually agreeable set of 
company articles. 

 

Unfortunately, despite months of time and expense, this process was unsuccessful, and the 
Voting Members requested another EGM in July 2021, to vote on another set of articles that 
they had developed independently. We were advised that this proposal would be 
detrimental to our governance and if voted through our Sport Wales funding would stop. 
This has led to the whole staff team being at risk of redundancy and it has caused  a 
significant amount of stress and strain to the whole organisation. 

 
Resolving this matter quickly is pivotal for the future of the sport, not only in terms of 
funding, but also to retain quality staff and Board members who have been negatively 
affected by this action. 



SAFEGUARDING 

I have been in the role of National Safeguarding Officer since 1st July 2019, working one day 
a week to support Clubs and Table Tennis Wales with any Safeguarding matters that may 
arise. 

 

Throughout this time, I have been meaning to visit you at you Clubs and discuss 
Safeguarding with you personally, but due to Covid, this has obviously proved problematic. 
However, I have managed to visit a few Clubs, the National Performance squads and I also 
attended the Team Championship of Wales. 

 
My desire to have a fully trained Safeguarding Officer in every Club, as well as developing a 
network of regional or League Safeguarding Officers is still a priority. 

 

I have recently re-visited our policies and procedures and will be posting the updated 
versions on the Table Tennis Wales website as soon as possible. 

 
We have adopted the MyConcern platform for managing concerns. Historical cases have 
been uploaded and will use the platform to manage all new concerns. 

 
I have achieved accreditation as a UK Coaching online Safeguarding and Protecting Children 
tutor, as well as an Associate Tutor for the Ann Craft Trust, delivering their Safeguarding 
Adults training. 

 

We have also developed a joint Safeguarding and Protecting Children and Time to Listen 
course, which will allow Club and League Safeguarding Officers to become compliant in one 
course. 

I continue to look forward to working with you and making our sport safe and fun for all. 

Best wishes 

Dave Loosmore 
National Safeguarding Officer, Table Tennis Wales 



FINANCE 

The 2020-21 year has been one of the most testing 12 months in recent times. Financial 
planning was challenging amidst the continued disruption to training and competition due 
to Covid-19. The CEO and Board frequently reviewed and re-forecasted budgets, which 
enabled Table Tennis Wales to deliver operationally and prepare for the future after Covid- 
19. 

 

Sport Wales provided a significant level of grant investment to enable the organisation to 
deliver activities. The annual Sport Wales funding grant remained the same as the previous 
financial year with an investment of £210,448 (Diagram A). 

 

Diagram A 

 

An additional Sport Wales grant of £50,000 was secured towards the end of the financial 
year to assist with bringing back the sport and communications support. Most of this was 
deferred to be invested throughout the 2021-2022 financial year when indoor activities 
could return safely. Our good working relationship with Sport Wales also meant that we 
were able to carry forward lottery grant funds for performance table tennis to support a 
busy 2022 season which would feature qualification tournaments for the 2022 
Commonwealth Games. 

 
The decrease in self-generated income impacted on the organisation with a reduction in 
revenues across membership, coaching, coach education, and competitions (Diagram B). 
The Board took the decision to waive membership fees for 2020-2021 due to lockdowns 
shutting down the game and any income received was deferred to the 2021-2022 season. 
This prudent managing of the organisations finances has led to a small operating deficit. 

 

£ INCOME, 2021 

grants received  210,448 92% 

self generated  19,317 8% 

membership  -1,200 -1% 

commercial  0 0% 

donations  0 0% 

  228,565  

Diagram B 
 

In summary, the past 12 months has illustrated how reliant Table Tennis Wales is on Sport 
Wales grant investment to support and grow the sport. The Board would view anything that 
would disrupt this grant as significant risk to the future of this sport. 



PARTICIPATION 

GAP 
GAP or Game Advisory Panel was created as a key 
initiative to give Clubs and communities a vehicle to 
expand the game nationally and to connect with internal 
and external stakeholders. Ideally our aim is to see more 
people involved and giving back to the sport we all love 
while also appreciating the benefits of being part of the 
wider Table Tennis Wales network. In terms of delivery 
the three main areas of focus are as follows: 

 

Competitions Committee: 
- Shape the direction and delivery of national events 
- Create an inclusive and diverse competition programme 
- Increase commercial value and profile of competitions 

 

League Management: 

- Connect the core game across Wales to align with Table Tennis Wales 
- Create consistency and delivery throughout Wales 
- To expand the strategy and implementation through local leagues 

 

Community Growth: 
- Provide insight and direction to regions to grow the game locally 
- Create and deliver regional and national development plan aligned to the strategy of 

Table Tennis Wales 
- Connect internal and external stakeholders to grow the game nationally, with the 

support of, but not limited to: clubs, leagues, county associations, Disability Sport Wales, 
local authorities, local/national voluntary organisations. 

- Giving the community a voice. 
 

GAP has already been launched across our networks and the response has been extremely 
positive in terms of putting structures in place and getting more individuals involved. This is 
an ongoing project as a key initiative for TTW. 

 

COMPETITIONS & LEAGUES 
In accordance with the development of GAP, a new National Competitions Officer has been 
appointed in addition to new committee members and the team have worked tirelessly to 
bring back competitions in Wales. 

 

We have also invested in TT Leagues to help support leagues in terms of organisation, admin 
and league support. During the past 12 months 4 meetings with the league management 
committees have taken place which has proved to be very productive so that we continue to 
grow and develop leagues in Wales. 



TT ON THE GO PROJECT 
We partnered with 14 organisations to launch a second phase of ‘TT ON THE GO’ when 
more than 700 table tennis packs were distributed across Wales supporting Clubs, 
communities, schools, families, and housing associations to allow people of all ages and 
backgrounds to be given the opportunity to play the sport. 

 

 

CLUB DEVELOPMENT 
Much has been done to grow participation within our sport especially in wake of Covid-19 
which has of course presented challenges. Coach Education Webinars were held to help 
support Club Coaches, to give them the opportunity to share and collate new ideas. 
Regional forums were also held across Wales in addition to a National conference to bring 
people together. 

 

We have also had more than 6 Clubs successfully apply for the Be Active Wales Funding, 
with more coming forward to apply for the funding and support the growth of their Clubs. 

 

Simon Oyler 
Community Business Development Manager, Table Tennis Wales 



INSIGHT INTO THE CHALLENGES CLUBS & LEAGUES HAVE 
FACED DURING COVID 

The global pandemic dominated 2020 and therefore there was only a brief period where 
venues were available for players. In fact, in the Swansea area only Penyyrheol Table Tennis 
Club was open for a short time in accordance with the strict guidelines set by the Welsh 
Government, leisure centres and the Back to Play Guidance from Table Tennis Wales. 

 
However, on a positive note there was sufficient interest from the local players to enjoy this 
brief return to play. The return of the lockdown during Christmas 2020, which extended 
through to May 2021 was a serious blow but again a restricted format enabled a return to 
play at Penyrheol at the earliest opportunity. The huge demand on Leisure Centre resources 
at that time from other activities making a return, meant that a further session at Morriston 
LC had to be started to ensure the venue for a possible start to the league season later in 
the year. 

 
Both Penyrheol and Morriston sessions were well supported and the Swansea situation was 
enhanced by other venues such as Penlan LC, Port Talbot Gas Club, Cam Gears and 
Carmarthen LC opening during the following two months. 

 

At the time of writing this report we have completed the first four weeks of the new season. 
Adjustments have been necessary to accommodate different situations as they occur but 
the overriding conclusions are that the majority of players are just pleased to be playing 
again. 

 
This report has been prepared by Dennis Bromage on behalf of Catherine Jones who has 
had to stand down as Regional Director for Swansea due to promotion and additional 
work load in her full-time occupation. 



PEOPLE 

COACH DEVELOPMENT 
We have linked up with Cardiff Met to deliver a new and improved Aspire to Coach 
programme and the programme will run over a 2-year-period. 

 
No coach education courses were run across the UK during this period however we plan 
to  run 4 Level 1 courses and 2 Level 2 courses over 24 months. 

 
In terms of our core team both Stephen Jenkins and Matt Porter are studying for their 
Masters in elite sports coaching at UCLAN which includes the Level 4 award which is the 
highest coaching qualification.  Josh Morgan has started his UKCC Level 3 qualification. 

 
We also had representation at ITTF and ETTU Coaches Webinars and we are engaged with 
the  Sport Wales Coach to Mentor programme.  

 

STAFFING 
Matthew Porter joined us a Swansea Development Officer in October 2020 and quickly 
became a valued member of staff bringing a wide range of experience from coaching to 
competitions. 

 

Mathew Davis joined us between October 2020 and August 2021 as the Business Support 
Officer and provided valuable assistance to the core team with everything from 
membership, logistics and some communications. 

 

The recruitment to the Cardiff Participation Officer was paused because of the effect of the 
pandemic on delivery and more recently the issues around our funding and recruiting new 
staff. 

 

During the year, we worked with our HR partner to update staff contracts and Human 
Resource policies in line with legislation and best practice.  We also sourced health and 
well- being support for our staff to ensure that they had access to an employee assistance 
programme during these challenging times. 



PARTNERSHIPS 
We have really grown our partnerships during this time including: 

 
- Linking with Swansea City to organise a table for players to play the sport with the long- 

term plan to upskill them in coaching qualifications so they can use their knowledge of 

the game to other academy players or the wider community. 

- Linking up with Cardiff Met and University of South Wales to engage with volunteers. 

- Partnership with Swansea University has developed with the University numbers 

increasing resulting in more teams. 

- Ran an all-girls camp with Swansea Council. 

- Forged relationships with University of South Wales to gain support for the athletes in 

Sport Psychology, Nutrition, Strength and Conditioning. 

- Set up exciting new project in Merthyr college for our national performance squads 
which could lead to a full-time academy for athletes to study and train with a tailored 
sports programme. 



PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK 

Winning a medal at the Olympic and Commonwealth Games is the ambition of every 
talented young table tennis player – so it’s no surprise that the national performance 
framework followed by Table Tennis Wales is shaped like a pyramid and has Gold at the top! 

 

It begins with the Aspire programme, before progressing to Bronze, ascending to Silver and 
finally reaching Gold at the summit of the pyramid. Each level of the programme offers 
more targeted coaching and support. 

 
Focusing on the core measurements of a player – including technical, tactical, physical and 
ranking – the programme can determine how well an athlete is developing and highlight key 
areas for additional coaching. 

 

With a high emphasis on the coach / athlete relationship, a motivational environment and 
up-to-date research in high performance, Table Tennis Wales always strives to provide the 
best possible opportunities and conditions to succeed. 

 

Through using a holistic and person-centred approach Table Tennis Wales prides itself on 
supporting wellbeing and mental health, whilst supporting athletes to achieve their goals 
and aspirations. 

 

The Table Tennis Wales performance framework is a national pathway for players to 
progress and excel. It keeps the development of talented young players, giving them the 
best possible opportunities to succeed at national and international level, at the very heart 
of Table Tennis Wales. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



ELITE ACHIEVEMENTS 

TOKYO 2020/21 
- Paul Karabardak winning 2 medals (Bronze & Silver) at the Paralympics. 
- Paul has been involved in our national squad sessions and we helped him prepare for 6 

months leading to the games. 
- Thomas Mathews won a Bronze. 
- Josh Stacey reached his quarter final match. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANNA HURSEY 
- Bronze medal in the European Top ten (Berlin) 2020. 
- Reached world number 1 in doubles, World Number 

1 in u15 singles, European number 1 in u15s. 
- Winner of World Table Tennis events and reached 

last 64 of senior European championships beating 
Prithika (European under 21 champion and Olympic 
games athlete). 

- Making ITTF futures programme involving scholarship 
of $4,000 dollars. 

 

CHARLOTTE CAREY 
- Spanish Masters champion and beating three top 100 

WR players. 
- Olympic qualification selection (euro and world 

qualifier, Qatar). 



PATHWAY ACHIEVEMENTS 

Due to COVID-19, competitions at all levels were disrupted throughout the most part of the 
20-21 season. 

 

May 2021 
Hereford 2 Star Event: Harri Docherty WINNER Band 2 

 

July 2021 
Hereford 2 Star Event: Louie Evans RUNNER UP Band 1 

Oscar Marriot WINNER Band 2 
 

August 2021 
St Neots 2 Star Event: Darcey Taylor WINNER Cadet Girls 

 

September 2021 
Crawley Grand Prix: Rhys Hetherton RUNNER UP U21 

Lara Whitton RUNNER UP Women’s Competition 
Lara Whitton WINNER Band 1 
Lara Whitton WINNER U21 

 

BOTT Grand Prix Sheffield: Dan Mead BRONZE 
 
Blackpool Cadets 4 Star Event: Darcey Taylor WINNER Band 2 

 

October 2021 
Hereford Open: Marc Castro WINNER 

Chloe Wu Zhang Thomas RUNNER UP 
 
 
 



COVID-19 

It’s been a challenging time in wake of the global pandemic, but we have made it our 
absolute priority to adhere to Welsh Government guidelines and to relay to the TTW 
community the most up to date information. 

 

We prepared for a cautious reopening of our clubs, training sessions and tournaments in 
line with the relevant alert level. We know that it has been a frustrating time with players 
keen to resume table tennis activities as soon as possible but the safety of our players took 
precedent. We ensured that every Covid-19 compliant precaution was and still is taken to 
ensure that everyone – players, coaches, umpires, helpers – can return in a safe 
environment. 

 
We have continued to provide updates based on the Welsh Government guidance by 
creating visuals and infographics that simply but effectively convey the key messaging. 

 
 

 



COMMUNICATIONS 

Communications & Marketing agency Lloyd Bell Productions were appointed in Dec 2020 to 
support TTW on the following: 

 

1) Creating a comms strategy 
2) Building on TTW’s social media presence across all platforms and utilising players 
3) Creating bespoke campaigns in an innovative and engaging format to deliver key 

messaging 
4) Supporting National campaigns eg International Women’s Day and Volunteers Week 

by capturing case studies within the organisation 
5) Engagement – through text, visuals and film 
6) Hosting, planning and delivery of webinars 
7) Development, planning, writing and creative license of new TTW website 
8) Development and launch of GAP 
9) Created the character Calon to engage with a younger audience 
10) Writing of press releases and news features 
11) Targeting the media 
12) Training for key staff in media and presenting skills 



THANK YOU 
 
 
 
 

 
Table Tennis Wales Annual Report 2020/21 

 

Thank you to everyone who has contributed to the report 
and to the table tennis family for your continued support! 

 
For more information or to get involved go to: 

www.tabletennis.wales 
or 

Email us at: membership@tabletennis.wales 
 

Table Tennis Wales 
Sport Wales National Centre 

Sophia Gardens 
Cardiff 

CF11 9SW 

http://www.tabletennis.wales/
mailto:membership@tabletennis.wales

